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„Die Blindgänger“ 

"Die Blingänger", “(the German word “Blindgänger” means both a 
“blind person” and a “dud”) is a theatre company from Munich 
Germany, which is already part of the free cultural market. The 
joint efforts of both disabled and able-bodied actors, professional 
as well as semi-professional ones is the feature that makes them 
special. Their self-imposed goal though is to be appreciated by 
the audiences in their own right, for their own skills, without the 
audience focusing on the disabilities. They had been looking for 
the challenge that they found in the theatre work. The way they 
handle the texts, recite and perform as well as the way they 
manage the space, contribute to a great aesthetic delight

of the audience



Start of the theatre work in SWW

• 2002 the SWW starts to work in the field of theatre, as they had applied for a 
youth competition. The topic was how disabeld and able-bodied young could
get together inorder to create something new.

• Initially Kunigunde Frey the head of the sheltered workshop directed and
choreographed the theatre group. 

• Later the artistic standard was improved by professional co-workers like 
Sacha Anema the director and Susann Bieling the set designer

• Since 2004 the integration project has appeared in public with disabled as
well as professional actors and musicians

• Homepage:

• http://www.sww-muenchen.de/projekte/theater.php



Object of the „Blindgänger“

Creation of artistic products for the free community through: 
• Aesthetic variety
• Motion and space
• Handling text
• Sound
• Visional media

Theatrical skills and the expressive intensity of the actors are
trained during the intense rehearsals. 



Productions
1. „Der Garten“ (The Garden) (2002)

blacklight theatre: Concept and Direction by Kunigunde Frey

2. „Eile mit Feile“  (Hurry with rasp) (2003) 

3. „Der Ausflug“  (The hike)  (2004) 

4. „Über den Wolken“  (Above the clouds)  (2007) 

5. „Wildwechsel “ (Deer crossing) (2009) 

6. „King A – Keine Angst vor großen Taten“ 

(King A -Not afraid of big acts)  (2010) 

7. „Der Sturm“ (The Tempest)  (2014) 

for all productions 2-7: Concept and Direction by Sacha Anema



Credentials

Theaters:

• Munich: SWW, Gasteig, Theater der Jugend, Tams 
Theater, Volkstheater

• Berlin: Ramba Zamba Theater

• Suisse: Aula Blindenschule Baar

• Gremsdorf: Aula Barmherzige Brüder

• Hamburg: Deutsch Ernst Theater



Credentials

Festivals: 

• 3 times „Grenzgänger Festival“ in Munich

• „Kultur vom Rande“  in Reutlingen

• „Sichtwechsel“ in Linz/Austria

• „Culture dans tous les sens »  in Clermont-
Ferrand



„Der Garten“

Theme of the SWW

Premiere SWW

6 performances



„“Der Garten“
Black light theater



„Eile mit Feile  “
Subject:
Based on the poem
„my name is like my name is like my name is“ 
from the austrian linguistic artist Ernst Jandl
• A station waiting hall
• Strangers who meet briefly and learn that usual

granted things can tip over
• Using of blacklight and a special music mix support

the transition from the dream sequences to reality



„Eile mit Feile  “
Structure: 

• mixture of black light theater

• Structure of the poem and the topic of the waiting hall as well
are ideal to show the various skills and interests of the actors

• the structure is epic

• many small parts: possibility that everyone can be integrated, 
small acts, small parts, dance with acts, changing of light, no
large dialogues,

• Unlocking the inner power of the actors as well the transporting
the actual plot



„Eile mit Feile“
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„Der Ausflug“
Subject:

Timeless themes

Hike into the world of basic human experiences such as:

• Departure and homecoming

• Fear of the unknown

• Incessant wishes

• Putting yourself to the test when in danger

• Discovery of hidden powers



„Der Ausflug“
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„Über den Wolken“
Subject: 

• According to the radio play of B. Brecht „The ocean flight“ 

the transatlantic flight of Charles Lindbergh

• A Theme of the relationship between man, nature and

technology

• Accepting the challenge of the nature and stepping into

the impossible

• Everything seems to be possible with state-of the art

technology



„Über den Wolken“

Subject: 

• Brecht discussed and personifies the

pilot, the machine, natural powers and

continents

• „Die Blindgänger“ in comparison show

these by movements, imagines, shadow

plays, pictures, movies and text
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„Wildwechsel“ 
As in the original, of Anton Tschechow`s "Uncle 
Vanya", we wanted to show interpretation on a 
smaller scale of how major human weaknesses 
are presented. Torn between the illusion of their 
disire and loneliness of their existence, the 
characters try to leave the beaten track and 
move on towards recognition love and hope



„Wildwechsel“ 
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„King A - Keine Angst vor großen Taten“  

Subject:

Loyalty, courage, power and love – these are the themes of the classic 

knight's epic, and the Legendary figure of King Arthur is no exception. 

In "A King“ , we wanted to show the main honoured virtues such as

loyalty,  justice and many others. 

But in to plan "B" of King A everything is different: Again and again, the 

residents of a group of the 21 century slip from their daily lives into the  

figures of Arthurian legend - and come back again. They perform feats, 

experience losses and learn firsthand how democracy and justice work. 

Dispite difficulties they remain faithful to their dreams and ideals.



„King A“
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Eight actors are performing THE TEMPEST. They 
succumb to the tempest, to the waves which are painted 
in a theatrical red. The tempest! It knows what to do. 
William has whispered it to him into his hundred ears.  
That was a while ago, but the tempest shows no signs of 
decreasing. On the contrary. He has gone into full swing. 
He knows what he plans to do with these eight actors, 
with or without William’s blessing. He sees how far he can 
go. As far as humanly possible. A scandal of the first 
water!

„The Tempest“ 



And he realizes that whatever he does, his vocation is to 
stretch, howl, tug and moan.  The nature of the tempest 
does not change. And William is surprisingly quiet. He 
does not turn away. Instead he turns towards the actors 
and laughs. "THE ACTORS ARE BLIND”!  Blind actors, of 
all people, are standing on his stage. Of all people! What 
on earth are they doing there?"
They stand on stage and they are seen. They scream, 
laugh, cry, whisper, and at the very last moment they 
decide which course to take.

„The Tempest“ 



Plan A, plan B, plan C, or no plan at all. They are 
not bothered about acting, for they are more 
concerned about feeling – feeling like Caliban. 
Caliban is locked inside them and wants to free 
himself. In fact he MUST free himself. Ariel flies 
around in his own sweet way. Prospero is the 
manifestation of POWER ITSELF. He just sits 
there, as mighty and immoveable as a mountain.  
He bears and bears ... a spectacle.

„The Tempest“ 



Miranda! 
After all, Miranda is the only woman in a group of men. 
She plays her game. She makes her overtures. Miranda 
my dear, when will we be together?  Soon, don’t worry 
.....sigh ..... it must be love. Love! Love was also 
shipwrecked and thrown onto the shore.  Love is also 
coaxed along with whisperings: „Although I have no idea 
whether this woman will have a man like me. A man like 
me.  A man born alone to remain alone. Oh fate, fate! You 
have not treated us well“. 

„The Tempest“ 



Susie is different. 
Susie can see. Susie is easy-going. Susie says what she 
needs and takes what she wants. She is walking around 
with a huge roll of tape to partition off and define certain 
areas. She wants to make it all work. She wants THE 
TEMPEST to go ahead on stage. But the tempest already 
arrived a long time ago, together with all his whispering 
ghosts. The wind is blowing hard and nobody knows how 
this will end.

„The Tempest“ 



Concept & Direction: Sacha Anema
Stage & Costumes: Susann Bieling
Assistance: Christiane Schimmel; Markus Hanke
Text work: Katrin Diehl  
Light and technical support: Marc Eitel 
Production: SWW directed by Kunigunde Frey

„The Tempest“ 



Performers:
Manfred Gutermann / Caliban, Ferdinand, Prospero
Mathias Hartmann / Caliban, Ferdinand 
Stephan Larro / Ariel, Caliban 
Jörg Schierer / Ariel 
Markus Wiedemann / Prospero
Marina Pevzner / Miranda
Susie Wimmer /Director 

„The Tempest“ 



Süddeutsche Zeitung from 1. April 2014 

The national newspaper „Süddeutsche Zeitung“  has taken notice 
of „Die Blindgänger” (the german word “Blindgänger” means both 
– a blind man and a dud):

“(…) Shakespear’s “Tempest” feels like a mild breeze when you 
see “Die Blindgänger” storming onto stage. (…) “Die Blindgänger” 
irritate and that’s what they want to. (…) The actors – blind, 
visually handicapped, accompanied by mental and physical 
problems – go to their limits. (…) Sacha Anema, theater director 
of “Die Blindgänger”, pushes them onto big stages usually 
reserved for professionals.”
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